Abstract. This paper describes the behaviour of individual Web users as well as aggregate HTTP traffic basing on actual traces taken from a transoceanic link between Japan and USA. The proposed model characterises the traffic at different levels, ranging from packets to Web pages. Thus, the study investigates the effects of aggregation on the heavy-tailed nature and the long range dependence present in the variables which govern Internet traffic.
Introduction
In spite of the efforts for integrating interactive multimedia services in IP networks, TCP connections and, in particular, those generated by Web transactions are still a major traffic source in Internet (only surpassed by Peer-to-Peer traffic). Thus, a proper characterisation of HTTP connections is a key aspect not only for dimensioning the Network at different levels but also to evaluate new improvements in the protocols which interact in the generation and management of Web traffic (e.g.: HTTP, cache policies in the browsers, flow management in servers and routers,…) and even in TCP/IP.
Due to the intrinsic asymmetry of Web traffic, based on a client-server nature, most studies base their results in traces taken at one of both end points. At the client side, the traffic is normally captured in a LAN or MAN environment (normally situated in academic premises) by utilising a traffic 'sniffer' which runs at the transport layer. At the server side, the traffic is analysed by investigating the logs that describe the client accesses to the Web contents.
On the other hand, the most efficient way to face the modelling of Web traffic is to adopt a structural or multilayer strategy [5] . According to this viewpoint, the underlying factors that, at diverse time scales, impact on the generation of Web traffic, are separately analysed and characterised. In this sense, at the highest scale, the models suppose the existence of traffic sessions consisting in a series of visits to different Web pages. The visualisation of the objects contained in a Web page may require in turn opening one or several TCP connections, which are definitively composed by a flow of IP packets. Consequently, a structural vision of Web traffic defines at least four levels which are normally independently modelled. In this work this modelling strategy, which has been incorporated to popular simulating tools such as network simulator [20] , is applied to the Web traffic collected in a transoceanic link. The employed traces allow to compare the models obtained by the literature in LAN networks with the tendencies detected in long-distance connections. In the same way, the heavy multiplexing of heterogeneous users which is performed in the studied link permits to analyse in detail the effects of aggregation on the statistical characteristics of traffic at every aforementioned level. This paper is organised as follows: section 2 briefly describes the traces utilised for the analyses, in section 3 we perform the modelling of individual users at the different levels while the traffic as an aggregate is characterised in section 4. Finally section 5 summarises the conclusions.
Decription of the Traces
The employed traces include the traffic served by a router which connects USA and the Japanese network of WIDE project through an 18 Mbps CAR (Committed Access Rate) link. The WIDE Internet forms a shared research platform connecting about 140 organizations. The traces were collected in a local Fast Ethernet segment situated in Japan one hop before the international link (see [8] for more details). The samples were captured by means of the widely-used software tcpdump [18] . In particular, the analysed traffic corresponds to the packets generated by the accesses of local Japanese clients to the Web. For our study we chose six day traffic samples from 29 th January to 3 rd February 2003. These traces are available and daily updated in [8] . To discriminate Web traffic from other services we selected the traffic through TCP port 80. The analysis of the traces showed the importance of Web browsing with almost 50% of the traffic load (in bytes).
The HTTP packets in the traces were filtered with tcpdump and then postprocessed with tcptrace [19] , a program which reconstructs the packet flows and extracts basic properties of the TCP connections such as the initiation time, the size or the duration. In order to investigate both the individual behaviour of Web users and the effects of aggregation, for each connection, the client and the server are supposed to be identified by their IP addresses. Making so, we also consider as a single client the traffic generated by 'multiplexing elements' such as proxies or NAT (Network Address Translator) servers. As a consequence, the model of individual user will be performed from the perspective of the backbone network. In the traces, more than 39000 different HTTP clients were detected.
